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yoshi's eggs are used in the minigame mini-egg, where the player must hit the egg with a
thunderbolt to get the mini-egg to shrink and then hit them with a yoshi's ability. the mini-egg is a

small, hard-boiled egg which is shrunk when hit. the mini-eggs are used in the mini-game pin-o-mat,
where it acts as an alternative ball. yoshi's eggs are used in the minigame swinging swinger, where

the player must throw the egg at the highest point on the board and it will home on the ball the
player throws at the egg. if the player is unable to throw the egg, the yoshi will continue to home on
the thrown ball. in mario & luigi: superstar saga and mario & luigi: partners in time , the egg orb can
be used to transform a character space into a yoshi's egg. the egg orb can also be used to transform
any character space (excluding koopa kid spaces ) into a yoshi's egg. in yoshi's island: super mario

advance 3, eggs are introduced when the yoshi figure is hatching from an egg. they can be collected
in a similar manner to the yoshi eggs in super mario world and can be carried in the player's hand.
however, once a yoshi has hatched, its behavior is changed, and it will continue to produce eggs

until the player is near an egg-producing block, even when there are no more eggs left in the block.
this can make yoshi's island: super mario advance 3 a difficult game to complete without playing in

short bursts. yoshi's eggs also appear in yoshi's story and yoshi's island: super mario advance 3.
yoshi can carry a maximum of four eggs at a time, although only one will be used at a time. the egg
is capable of bouncing off of mario or yoshi and can be thrown by mario. mario can hold up to four

eggs at a time. if mario throws a yoshi's egg, it will home in on the yoshi throwing it and will bounce
off of the yoshi and mario. yoshi's eggs have a special effect if thrown by mario during the toad
bomb event. if thrown, a yoshi's egg will break the ground and shake it, damaging any enemies

mario or yoshi is standing on. the egg will disappear if mario or yoshi dies.
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in yoshi's island ds , yoshi's eggs have five
uses. each time one is thrown, it will

bounce off a surface two consecutive times
before falling off-screen. if the yoshi lands
on any block that can hold yoshi's eggs,
the yoshi can either pick up a new yoshi

egg or tap a block to collect the filled egg
block. yoshi eggs will bounce off the yoshi
after yoshi pick up another one, making

use of their absorption effect. if the yoshi
picks up an egg block that contains an egg,
the yoshi will throw the egg and it will be

absorbed by the yoshi, who can then throw
another one. if yoshi throws up enough egg
blocks, yoshi will pop out of a yoshi egg to

make a yoshi's log. a super mario 64
phenomenon, yoshi's log can pop up when

the player hits a log with a yoshi eggs.
yoshi's logs are absent of yoshi's eggs and
can only be used once. yoshi's logs act like
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super mushrooms (except they disappear
after yoshi's egg is thrown), except they

only pop up at yoshi's egg drops. it is
possible for yoshi's logs to be picked up

and thrown, providing a throwable weapon.
if yoshi throws a yoshi's log at a monster,

he will become invulnerable and will
always hit after he throws yoshi's logs.

yoshi's logs will pop up when the player is
on yoshi's side of the level, and yoshi can

jump over the yoshi's log to the other side.
the yoshi eggs return in yoshi's new island
, yoshi's story , yoshi's island: super mario

advance 3 , yoshi's island: super mario
advance 4 and yoshi's island: super mario
advance 5 (though only in the super mario
bros. 2 remake), where they are accessible

by punching the dirt, shoveling dirt, or
kicking and punching some dirt. the top

part of the yoshi's egg, which resembles a
tennis ball, reappears in yoshi's story and
yoshi's new island to shake and drop new
items when hit. when the yoshi's egg is
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thrown, it will open up to reveal super
mushrooms that will always disappear after
hitting a foe, thus giving the player infinite

super mushrooms. however, the yoshi's
egg does not appear in yoshi's story and

yoshi's new island in the final world, as the
yoshi's eggs no longer hatch at the end of

the game. however, starting at yoshi's
story level 20, a yoshi's egg is found in the
final world in the moving area, if the player
has landed on it with a super mushroom.
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